
Rapid and cost-effective mobile enablement of 
online services improves customer value for a leading US health insurer
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Making healthcare 
more accessible to millions

CSS Corp in just 10 weeks using their intellectual property - SMARTWeb created a cross platform, app-like mobile websites for one 
of the leading insurance service organizations.With SMARTWeb at the heart of the future-ready solution, CSS Corp has empowered 
more than 3.6 million of the insurer’s members with self-service capabilities. Members now have the convenience of virtual ID 
cards on their mobile devices. They can look for hospitals and doctors near their location, and change their information on the go. 
By going mobile, the client is more customer-centric and competitive, while ensuring quality healthcare is at the fingertips of each 
member – anytime, anywhere.
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Mobility has fast emerged as a 
‘must-have’ for most businesses — not 
only are customers demanding access to 
mobile services, mobility also holds 
potential to make a business more agile, 
connected, and profitable. However, 
having complex IT architectures makes it 
difficult for many companies to 
mobile-enable their websites, and the 
cost and time involved in developing a 
mobile app translates to the loss of a 
competitive edge that not every business 
can afford. Our client was facing similar 
challenges, and SMARTWeb from CSS 
Corp was the perfect answer. This 
platform is built to mobile-enable 
websites, even without the presence of a 
back-end service layer or API, by directly 
processing content from the web servers 
of any desktop website. By offering 
customized views for smartphones and 
tablets in an app-like interface, 
SMARTWeb is a device-independent, 
future-ready and fail-safe solution for 
companies who need to go mobile as 
soon as ‘yesterday.’ 

Headquartered in Newark, New Jersey, the 
client is a not-for-profit, taxpaying health 
insurer serving more than 3.6 million 
members. 

Client Situation
The client wanted to introduce online member services on their mobile website to provide 
flexible options for their users to access personal information and quality healthcare services 
much faster. With most of their competitors already providing mobile services, the client 
needed a solution that would help them go to market as fast as possible. Compounding this 
challenge was the fact that their IT architecture was marred by complexity – with multiple 
interdependent systems, a portal site with high security, and the absence of a service layer or an 
API, which made it all the more difficult to build mobile solutions. The ask from CSS Corp was 
clear – work within the limitations of the client’s IT, and still deliver a cross-platform mobile 
website that was intuitive, interactive, and user-friendly like a mobile app. 

The CSS Corp Solution
Approach

CSS Corp worked with the client in a highly flexible manner, with a technical architect quickly 
analyzing the systems at the client’s location and a development team ready in two weeks. By 
deploying SMARTWeb, CSS Corp accelerated the creation of a mobile website and drastically 
reduced time-to-market — the user acceptance testing (UAT) was ready to be conducted in 10 
weeks. 95% of the testing was automated using CSS Corp’s test framework, which was provided 
as a value-added service and helped the client avoid investments in testing tools. SMARTWeb 
was quick to integrate with the client’s systems and enable a mobile website, as it allows a 
mixture of existing and new features without having to redesign existing applications. 

Services Provided

Two weeks after the mobile enablement of the client’s website, CSS Corp completed the 
transition to a support model, where the mobile website is maintained through a managed 
service delivery model. This included a dedicated support team and a technical architect at the 
client location. The CSS Corp solution has proved to be nearly flawless, with no 
post-production defects or service escalations for more than one year. Based on earlier 
successes, the client has also engaged CSS Corp to build a hybrid mobile app for the App 
Store.

Business Outcomes
The client benefited from lower cost of application development due to the reuse of existing 
web applications — a SMARTWeb-based solution is about 40% cheaper than building a 
standalone mobile website. CSS Corp also made a complex engagement feel like business as 
usual, because the solution required no changes to the client’s IT back-end and did not require 
their IT team to closely monitor the system. CSS Corp also designed the solution in such a way 
that there was no separate cost for each mobile platform, and effected a 40% reduction in 
maintenance cost for every platform.

Within eight months, the client’s mobile website was serving 500 visitors a day, increasing 
self-service options for a number of members who visited the website through their mobile and 
tablet devices. The client has since been able to close the gap with its competition in mobile 
access of their services. Their customers are able to maximize the potential of on-demand 
healthcare insurance. The CSS Corp solution delivered immediate satisfaction to customers 
who can now display member cards on their mobile devices when they lose their physical 
cards. This also saves cost for the client, as the process of replacing a misplaced physical card 
could potentially add $6 to $10 of administrative cost per instance. On the mobile website, 
customers also have the convenience of changing their personal and health-related information, 
as well as being able to search for hospitals at a location of their choice, or for doctors based 
on their specialty or the language they speak. With a richer experience for customers and a 
cost-competitive mobile solution for the client, CSS Corp enables healthcare to be more 
accessible, personable and affordable in New Jersey. 

About the Client

For more information, please mail us at info@csscorp.com


